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EPOCHFIELD DESIGN
EpochField Design is an all-in-one ﬁeld Graphic Design solution that improves designer
eﬃciency and reduces the overall cost of the design process.
In many instances, the graphic design process for a utility network can get over
complicated with redundancies, which results in a very ineﬃcient work ﬂow. Asset
distribution companies and utility engineering groups typically use several diverse sets
of tools or applications for the same job. Often, these applications do not integrate
seamlessly with the utility’s GIS platform, creating redundant data management
processes, duplication of eﬀorts, and work ﬂow backlogs.
EpochField Design is an all-in-one mobile
graphical design solution that enables the
ﬁeld worker and supporting crew to
overcome these obstacles. Utility designers
will be able to visualize, create, and analyze
new utility designs within a construction
zone in a single mobile application
connected or disconnected from a network.
With
a
powerful
bi-directional
synchronization framework, EpochField
Design keeps the entire design project and
its data organized and timely throughout
the
project
lifecycle.
As
design
components are synchronized from a
designer’s device back to an on-premise
database, that data becomes available to a
variety of back oﬃce systems including the
ArcGIS Platform and integrated Work
Management Systems (SAP, Maximo,
Oracle, WFM, etc.).

Makes it easier to plan new electric lines
using GPS technologies to capture key
points and accurately measure distances
and angles.
Bring Your Own Device friendly - compatible
with Windows, Android, and iOS devices.
Seamlessly integrates with Work
Management systems.

Enables crews to safely stake line extensions
without incidents and hazards
Built on cutting edge ArcGIS Runtime
technology and the ArcGIS Platform.
Integrates directly with ArcGIS Online or on
premise ArcGIS Portal implementations.
Collects underground obstruction data to
avoid mistakes saving time and money.
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